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Abstract.In recent years testing autonomous vehicles on public roads has become a reality. However, before having
autonomous vehicles completely accepted on the roads, they have to demonstrate safe operation and reliable
interaction with other traffic participants. Furthermore, in real situations and long term operation, there is always the
possibility that diverse components may fail. This paper deals with possible sensor faults by defining a federated
sensor data fusion architecture. The proposed architecture is designed to detect obstacles in an autonomous vehicle’s
environment while detecting a faulty sensor using SVM models for fault detection and diagnosis. Experimental
results using sensor information from the KITTI dataset confirm the feasibility of the proposed architecture to detect
soft and hard faults from a particular sensor.

1 Introduction
Many autonomous vehicles are currently being tested on
public roads in order to demonstrate safe and reliable
operation in real world situations. Furthermore, faulttolerant architectures have been reported for steering,
braking, control and some specific sensor functions that
integrate autonomous vehicles. However, long term
behaviour of diverse sensors has not been tested and
fault-tolerant perception architectures have not yet been
developed.
The concept of fault tolerant systems refers to the
systems that are able to compensate faults in order to
avoid unplanned behaviours[1]. With the purpose of
achieving this goal, a fault tolerant system should have
the capability to detect and isolate the presence and
location of faults, and then reconfigure the system
architecture to compensate for those faults (fault
recovery). Several sensor validation methods have been
proposed on diverse applications. Some sensor validation
methods produce their own health information using a
sensor alone. Usually, the sensor readings are compared
to a pre-established nominal value and a faulty sensor is
declared whenever a threshold value is exceeded.
A more common sensor validation method for
complex systems is the analytical validation, which is
based on information from multiple sensors. An
analytical validation requires a model of the system or of
the relation between the sensors, which is executed in
parallel to the process and provides a group of features.
Then, these features are compared with the system
forming residual values. The residuals that differ from the
nominal values are called symptoms and can be subject to
a symptom-fault classification in order to detect a fault
and its location (fault diagnosis) [1]. Model based
a

methods are categorized as parity equations [2, 3],
parameter estimation methods [4], and observer-based
methods with Luenberger observers [5] or Kalman filters
[6]. These methods are very popular for fault tolerant
control systems. Nevertheless, soft computing techniques,
such as neural networks, fuzzy logic, evolutionary
algorithms and support vector machines (SVM), have
been developed for fault detection and fault isolation,
because it is not always possible to obtain a good model
of the systems [7].
Fault diagnosis is based on observed symptoms and
experience-based knowledge of the system [1]. One
approach is the use of classification methods, where the
relation between symptoms and faults are determined
experimentally in a previous phase of the system.
Another approach is the use of inference methods, where
causal relations are created in the form of rules based on
partially known relationships between faults and
symptoms.
After identifying faults, a reconfiguration of the
system architecture is required. Fault recovery can be
achieved using direct redundancy or analytical
redundancy [8]. With direct redundancy, a spare module
is employed to replace the faulty one. Despite the fact
that direct redundancy is effective and easy to configure,
it can be very expensive and unfeasible. On the other
hand, analytical redundancy implies utilizing the working
modules to complete the tasks which failed. For instance,
if there is a fault in a laser scanner of an autonomous
vehicle, the information from two cameras can be used
instead to create range data and compensate for the laser
scanner functions.
In recent years, only a few specific solutions of fault
tolerant perception systems for autonomous vehicles have
been developed. However, many researchers have
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implemented fault tolerant modules in autonomous
vehicles in areas such as vehicle navigation sensors.
Furthermore, the multi-sensor architecture of navigation
systems can be compared with perception systems. In
general, two different architectures are applied for
navigation systems; centralized architecture, which is a
one-level fusion process with little fault tolerance against
soft sensor faults [9] and federated architecture, which is
a two-level fusion method with good fault tolerance
potential.
Federated architecture is proposed by Carlson [10] to
fuse decentralized navigation systems with the objective
of isolating faulty sensors before their data becomes
integrated into the entire system. This architecture is
composed of a group of local filters, that operate in
parallel, and a master filter (Figure 1). A fundamental
component of the federated filter is the reference sensor.
Its data is frequently used to initialise sensors and set preprocessing information in local filters. Consequently, the
most reliable and accurate sensor should be chosen as the
reference for the local filters [11]. In [12, 13] a federated
Kalman filter is implemented in a multi-sensor navigation
system, and a fuzzy logic adaptive technique is applied to
adjust the feedback signals on the local filters and their
participation in the master filter. Similarly, an expert
system is implemented in [14] to adjust the information
sharing coefficients for local filters.
In the present paper, a federated sensor data fusion
architecture is proposed in order to provide fault
tolerance to one of three redundant sensors of an
autonomous
vehicle’s perception system. The
architecture is then tested using single sensor hard and
soft faults. This paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the proposed model, experimental results are
shown in section III and conclusions are presented in
section IV.

the original levels into three layers to add hierarchical
structure. Also, it establishes inter-level and within-layer
interactions, excluding the process refinement (level 4)
from the original JDL model, which is related to resource
management and monitors the overall data fusion process
and provides a feedback mechanism to each of the other
layers.
The present research proposes the re-integration of the
process refinement level to the sensor fusion, which
communicates with all levels, while maintaining the
hierarchical structure of the PF2 functional model, as
shown in Figure 2. In this model, the perception layer
provides state estimations of the objects; the decision
application layer predictsfuture situations and deduces
output of potential manoeuvres; and the action/HMI layer
collects and provides information to the user. Meanwhile,
the process refinement layer analyses residuals from all
the layers and provides information about faulty states to
the decision application layer and feedback to each layer
in order to minimize the effects of faults.
The implementation of the perception system has
been done based on the perception sensors available in
the KITTI dataset [19-21], which includes a Velodyne
sensor and two pairs of stereo vision cameras. The
federated perception architecture suggested to fuse sensor
data from the KITTI dataset is shown in Figure 3. The
system has been divided into different modules: one
object detection for each sensor type, one local fusion for
each support sensor, one master fusion, a tracking module
and the Fault Detection and Diagnosis [FDD] module.

Figure 2.Data fusion model for fault tolerant
implementation[18].

Figure 1. Federated sensor data fusion architecture.

2 Model Description
The proposed perception system is based on the Joint
Directors of Laboratories model - JDL [15, 16], which is
the most widely used model by the data fusion
community. The JDL model is integrated by a common
bus that interconnects five levels of data processing. A
revision of the JDL model, the ProFusion2 - PF2
functional model, is proposed to apply sensor fusion in
multi sensor automotive safety systems in [17]. It groups
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Figure 3. Fault Tolerant perception system for KITTI
dataset[18].
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2.1 Object Detection and Local Fusion
Object detection [OD] and local fusion [LF] have been
implemented and described in [18]. Vision OD processes
information from the cameras, combining motion
detection, histogram of oriented gradients (HOG)
detector and disparity maps in order to detect obstacles in
the frontal area of the vehicle. On the other hand,
Velodyne OD groups the scanned points into objects,
according to their distances using the nearest neighbour
algorithm based on the Euclidean distance metric. LF
module creates an objects single list using data from a
specific sensor and the reference sensor; it also creates
the discrepancy values between those sensors, which
represent the residuals used by the FDD module to
determine the presence of a sensor fault.

from MF and LF modules. The LF discrepancy values are
integer numbers representing the percentage of pixels
from a fusion module that are present in its associated
sensor and the reference sensor. For example, figure 4
shows the discrepancy from a local fusion module coded
by colours: green represents pixels from the Velodyne
OD, red represents pixels from the vision OD and yellow
represents pixels that are present in both. On theother
hand, the MF discrepancy is given by the difference
between the resulting fused objects and objects detected
by the reference sensor.

2.2 Master Fusion
Master Fusion [MF] combines data from the reference
sensor, LF modules and the tracking module. First, the
lists of objects from all the inputs are fused based on the
amount of their overlapping areas, creating candidate
objects. Then, patterns in the objects’ pixels and the
weight from each sensor are used to validate pixels in the
candidate objects. The discrepancies values from MF are
estimated obtaining the difference between the numbers
of pixels from the candidate objects list, the reference
sensor and the fused objects list.
The pixel relationship of the objects is represented by
a vector composed of six features. The first three features
are boolean values that represent the origin of the object
(reference, LF1, LF2) while the next three features are the
distance fields values that show the distance of the
corresponding pixel to the closest object. Also, three
extra features representing the weight of each sensor are
added in order to create a training vector (Table 1). The
Master Fusion feature vector is trained offline with a
SVM algorithm [22, 23] using positive vectors from a
group of pixels that have been manually marked as
detected objects and using negative vectors selected
randomly from the other pixels (no objects).
Table 1. Master Fusion feature vector.
Feature

Value

Reference Sensor

True,False

Local Fusion 1

True,False

Local Fusion 2

True,False

Reference distance field

0-255

Local distance field 1

0-255

Local distance field 2

0-255

Weight reference

high, low, off

Weight vision 1

high, low, off

Weight vision 2

high, low, off

Figure 4. Discrepancy map from local fusion [18].

A SVM model is created for every sensor. Each model is
trained using a vector of 9 features as shown in Table
2.The negative vectors are created introducing a
displacement in the calibration matrix of the associated
sensor, while the positive vectors are obtained from the
unaltered data.
Table 2. FDD feature vector
Reference
LF1

Vision 1
Both
Reference

LF2

Vision 1
Both
Reference

MF

Not Reference
Fused

The FDD module has been trained to detect faults in a
specific sensor. Thus, the system has 3 different models,
one from each sensor and the faulty sensor is obtained
directly from a specific model.
In order to avoid false positives the output from the
SVM is consider only if a faulty response is given after N
consecutive outputs. Then, the respective sensor is
reconfigured to a lower priority (high->low->off).

3 Experimental Results

2.3 Fault Detection and Diagnosis
Fault Detection and Diagnosis [FDD] module applies
SVM to recognize the changes in the discrepancies values

The proposed architecture has been tested using a
sequence of 270 images from the KITTI dataset in a Core
i5 CPU at 3.10 GHz. Soft faulty data for vision and
reference sensors have been simulated, introducing a
displacement in the calibration matrix from a camera and
from the Velodyne (miscalibration)respectively. In
addition, hard fault in a vision sensor was simulated
fixing the output of a camera on a constant value (lost
signal).
The SVM models were trained using a subset of 25
representative images from the 270 testing set. For
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creating the MF model, 261214 vectors (130607 positives
and 130607 negatives) with a ‘high’ weight value for all
the sensors were trained offline in 23.6 minutes. The
FDD model for the vision sensors were trained in 0.06
seconds using 500 vectors (250 positives and 250
negatives) each, while the training of the FDD model for
the Velodyne sensor lasted 0.08 seconds with 1219
vectors (546 positives and 673 negatives)
Figure 5 shows the output of the SVM algorithm
trained with the FDD model for camera 1. When a no
faulty data is processed (red) it responds with sporadic
positive values(false positives); however, these responses
are not persistent. On the other hand, faulty data (blue)
produce persistent outputs(N consecutive images), which
generate true positivefaults. In the case of a hard fault the
output produces a positive value for a longer time,
resulting in a faster fault detection response.
The output of the SVM algorithm trained with the
FDD model for Velodyne is shown in Figure 6. Since the
Velodyne sensor is the reference of the fusion, it creates
strong discrepancies in every LF module, reacting in a
similar way as a hard fault in any camera.

Figures 5 and 6. The value N forconsecutive imageswas
set to 5. Thus, the respective sensor was reconfigured to a
lower priority every time that a response resulted positive
for 5 consecutive images.
A translation value has been introduced in the
calibration matrix in order to simulate miscalibration in a
camera. The translation represents the displacement of
the detected objects located in the frontal area of the
vehicle at medium range (5 -30 meters). The translation
value has been altered to represent displacements from 16
to 51 cm and FDD results have being recorded as shown
in Figure 8 and 9.

Image

Fault
Figure. 7.Fault output from FDD.
A) 16 cm

B) 23cm

C) 30 cm

D) 37 cm

E) 44 cm

F) 51 cm

Image
Fault

Image
Figure. 5.SVM result for camera1 top) Soft Fault.bottom) Hard
Fault.
Fault

Figure. 8.SVM result for different soft fault displacements.
Image
Figure. 6.SVM result for soft fault in Velodyne.

Figure 7 shows the output of the FDD module for a
soft and hard fault in camera 1 (blue, red) and for a soft
fault in the Velodyne sensor (green) from the tests in
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2.

3.

4.
Image
5.
Fig. 9.Fault output from FDD for different soft fault
displacements.
6.

4 Conclusions
A federated data fusion architecture in the context of the
JDL fusion model has been proposed in order to provide
fault tolerance to one sensor of an autonomous vehicle’s
perception system. This architecture integrates the
process refinement layer to the fusion process,
reconfiguring the participation of the sensors in the
perception layer.
FDD module has successfully detected faults when
displacements of 30 cm of higher were introduced in a
camera. Smaller displacements were not detected;
however, those displacements errors were corrected in the
MF module using the outputs of the other sensors. Since
a FDD model was developed for each sensor, no fault
diagnosis was needed. However, this solution is not
practical for large amounts of sensors. Thus, a single
FDD model for all sensors is being developing.
Future work is being carried out to evaluate the
system with different Velodyne soft faults. In addition
MF is being training with ‘low’ and ‘off’ weight values in
order to compensate for large soft sensor faultsSince the
nature of the proposed vision based OD algorithm is
focused on mobile obstacles,many false positives
detections are introduced by static objects showing high
discrepancies between vision OD and Velodyne OD.
Thus, a new training vectorthat groups the values of the
discrepanciesinto static and dynamic features will be
tested.
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